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This invention relates to sinuous spring cushions and 
more particularly to a quick action interlock arrange 
ment for the border reinforcement wires of such cushions. 
A well-known form of spring cushion comprises a plu 

rality of sinuous or zigzag spring elements which are 
arranged in spaced parallel rows to provide a seating : 
surface and which are connected together by laterally 
disposed reinforcement wires that provide edges for the 
cushion and maintain the elements in proper position. 
In a conventional cushion of this type the border wires 
are connected to the sinuous spring elements by a series 
of individual clips and the invention is concerned with 
providing border wires of such configuration as will al 
low the sinuous spring elements to be quickly and di 
rectly interlocked to the border wires thereby eliminating 
the clips. 

In the drawings: 
Figure 1 is a partial top plan view of the front edge 

of a sinuous spring cushion showing the border wire at 
tachment arrangement of the invention; 

Figure 2 is a partial perspective view of the cushion 
edge showing the border wire and sinuous spring ele 
ments in assembled relation; 

Figure 3 is a partial perspective view of the cushion 
edge illustrating the manner in which the sinuous spring 
elements are Snapped into the border wire during as 
sembly; and 

Figure 4 is a partial perspective view of the cushion 
edge illustrating a modified form of border wire. 

Referring to the drawings, the sinuous spring cushion 
comprises a plurality of sinuous spring wires 10 which 
are arranged in spaced parallel rows to provide a resilient 
seating surface. The elements 10 each have the usual 
straight portions 2 and 2E which are interconnected 
by oppositely facing loop portions 14 and 16 to form 
the sinuous configuration. Such spring cushions are well 
known and only the upper portion of the front edge of 
the cushion is shown, it being understood that the ends 
18 and 26 of the elements it continue on and secure 
to a suitable frame, not shown. The ends 20 of the 
elements 10 begin reversely directed runs that extend 
beneath the seating surface runs of the elements and the 
straight portions 12E accordingly form a soft front edge 
for the spring cushion. 
The straight portions 12E are in lateral alignment with 

each other and an edge border wire 22 is laterally dis 
posed across the straight portions 12E to connect them 
in series relation and maintain them in proper position. 
In a conventional sinuous spring cushion the border wire 
22 would have a straight configuration and would be con 
nected to each straight portion 2E by an individual clip. 
Reference may be had to 2,775,997 Kubacka for a show. 
ing of the conventional arrangement. The invention 
eliminates the individual clips by providing a border 
wire of such configuration as will allow the elements 12 
to be directly snap interlocked thereto. 

The border wire 22 is provided with a pair of bowed 
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or U-shaped portions 24 and 26 for each of the straight 
portions 2E. The bows 24 and 26 face or open in the 
same direction and are axially spaced from each other 
to provide a generally vertical passage 28 in which the 
straight portion can be inserted so that the front side of 
the straight portion will engage the bow connecting por 
tion of the border wire. The bowed portion 24 extends 
over and engages the upper side 30 of the straight por 
tion i2E and the bowed portion 26 extends under and 
engages the underside 32 of the straight portion. The 
bowed portion 24 has a centrally depending projection 
34 that engages the backside of the straight portion 12E 
and the bowed portion 26 has a centrally upstanding 
projection 36 that engages the backside of the straight 
portion. The straight portions 12E are thus engaged 
on all sides whereby the sinuous spring elements 10 are 
securely retained in position. 

Figure 3 illustrates how the elements 10 are snap inter 
locked into the bowed portions 24 and 26 by cocking 
each element at its front edge to achieve a forward entry 
of the straight portion 12E into the open rear side of 
the passage or gap 28 and by thereafter rotating the 
front edge of each element to its normal position so that 
the bowed portions 24 and 26 loop over and under the 
straight portions 12E. The projections 34 and 36 of 
the border wire 22 in Figures 1 through 3 are formed 
by Squashing out central areas in the bowed portions 24 
and 26. Figure 4 shows a modified form of border 
wire wherein the projections 34 and 36 are formed by 
a downward bending of the central portion of the bowed 
portion 24 and an upward bending of the central portion 
26. 
While the preferred embodiment of the invention has 

been described fully in order to explain the principles of 
the invention, it is to be understood that modifications 
of structure may be made by the exercise of skill in the 
art within the scope of the invention which is not to be 
regarded as limited by the detailed description of the 
preferred embodiment. 

I claim: 
1. In a sinuous spring cushion of the type wherein a 

plurality of sinuous spring elements are arranged in 
Spaced parallel rows to provide a seating surface, each 
element having a straight portion in lateral alignment 
With a straight portion of an adjacent element, and 
wherein a reinforcement wire is laterally disposed across 
the elements to series connect the aligned straight por 
tions, the improvement comprising providing the wire 
with a plurality of pairs of bowed portions all facing the 
same direction and with each pair of bowed portions 
receiving a respective straight portion, the bowed por 
tions of each pair being axially spaced to provide a pas 
Sage for inserting a respective straight portion there 
between so that the front side of the straight portion 
engages the bow connecting portion of the wire, the 
straight portion being thereafter rotated into engage 
ment with the bowed portions, one bowed portion ex 
tending over and engaging the upper and back sides of 
the straight portion and the other bowed portion extend 
ing under and engaging the under and back sides of the 
straight portion. 

2. In a sinuous spring cushion of the type wherein a 
plurality of sinuous spring elements are arranged in 
spaced parallel rows to provide a seating surface, each 
element having a straight portion in lateral alignment 
with a straight portion of an adjacent element to provide 
a soft edge for the cushion, and wherein an edge border 
wire is laterally disposed across the elements to series 
connect the aligned straight portions, the improvement 
comprising providing the border wire with a plurality 
of pairs of bowed portions all facing the same direction 
and with each pair of bowed portions receiving a re 
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spective straight portion, the bowed portions of each 
pair being axially spaced to provide a passage for in 
Serting a respective straight portion therebetween so that 
the front side of the straight portion engages the bow 
connecting portion of the border wire, the straight por 
tion being thereafter rotated into engagement with the 
bowed portions, one bowed portion extending over and 
engaging the upper side of the straight portion and hav 
ing a central depending projection engaging the back 
side of the straight portion and the other bowed portion 
extending under and engaging the under side of the 
straight portion and having a central upstanding projec 
tion engaging the back side of the straight portion. 

3. In a sinuous spring cushion of the type wherein a 
plurality of sinuous spring elements are arranged in 
spaced parallel rows to provide a seating surface, each 
element having a straight portion in lateral alignment 
with a straight portion of an adjacent element to provide 
a soft edge for the cushion, and wherein an edge border 
wire is laterally disposed across the elements to series 
connect the aligned straight portions, the improvement 
comprising providing the border wire with a plurality 
of pairs of bowed portions all facing the same direction 
and with each pair of bowed portions receiving a re 
spective straight portion, the bowed portions of each 
pair being axially spaced to provide a passage for in 
serting a respective straight portion therebetween so that 
the front side of the straight portion engages the bow 
connecting portion of the border wire, the straight por 
tion being thereafter rotated into engagement with the 
bowed portions, one bowed portion extending over and 
engaging the upper side of the straight portion and having 
a central depending projection engaging the back side 
of the straight portion and the other bowed portion ex 
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4. 
tending under and engaging the under side of the straight 
portion and having a central upstanding projection en 
gaging the back side of the straight portion, the pro 
jections comprising squashed out areas in the border 
We. 

4. In a sinuous spring cushion of the type wherein a 
plurality of sinuous spring elements are arranged in 
spaced parallel rows to provide a seating surface, each 
element having a straight portion in lateral alignment 
with a straight portion of an adjacent element to provide 
a soft edge for the cushion, and wherein an edge border 
wire is laterally disposed across the elements to series 
connect the aligned straight portions, the improvement 
comprising providing the border wire with a plurality 
of pairs of bowed portions all facing the same direction 
and with each pair of bowed portions receiving a re 
Spective straight portion, the bowed portions of each 
pair being axially spaced to provide a passage for in 
Serting a respective straight portion therebetween so that 
the front side of the straight portion engages the bow 
connecting portion of the border wire, the straight por 
tion being thereafter rotated into engagement with the 
bowed portions, one bowed portion curling over and en 
gaging the upper and back sides of the straight portion and 
the other bowed portion curling under and engaging the 
under and back sides of the straight portion. 
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